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as it has so far failed  to give any  such protection, as no
such necessity arose.
Space does not permit a fuller treatment of the upper
houses in all federations, but to make the subject more
clear we need take the Senate of Canada which follows a
middle course between being a purely hereditary and an
entirely elected upper house. Although the French
Canadians of Quebec look upon it as the true guardian of
their rights and they would not assent to its modifica-
tion*—certainly not to its total abolition—the Senate has
never been given the opportunity to discuss their provincial
rights. In fact the only measures which it ever thought
fit to amend were those that concerned the Dominion as a
whole. It has never attracted tKe aspirations of politicians
in the prime of their life during which period they had
always preferred to go to the lower house. The Senate has
often been derided as the * Home for the Aged ' and it has
never satisfied the reformers or the political enthusiasts by
its unwillingness to do anything which they wished it to do.f
of representatives from a single province or a single section of the Domi-
nion as it would be to remain in office after a vote of want of confidence
in the Commons." 'The Unreformed Senate of Canada/ p. 76,
" A Prime Minister has been able to maintain the principle of federal
or sectional representation in his Cabinet without weakening seriously the
quality of its membership." Ibid. p. 176.
* " Plans to mend or end the Senate of Canada are confronted by
the problem of securing the consent of the minority. The people of the
province of Quebec are suspicious of constitutional changes which may
imperil their own cherished political ideals..	No Government
"    could long endure in Canada which was open to the charge  of violating
the fundamental agreement on which the union is based.'*
Mackay. * The Unreformed Senate of Canada.1 Introduction. By
G. M. Wrong, p. XV.
fin the year  1920 the Senate of Canada    composed of Senators
among whom:
4	were under 60 years of age.
23	„	over	50 years but under 60 years.
40	„     „	60    „     „       «     70     „
16	,.     „	70    ,.     „      „     80    „
5	„     „	SO    „     	*«

